-Introduction and notations.
The definition of the basic object of this paper, <~ the Markov hierarchical field >>, (1) , is given in terms of a sequence (Q~)~=o of compatible pavements of R ~+1 with cubic (open) tesserae.
The side of a tessera LJ ~ QN in assumed to be I~T = 2 -x and the compatibility of the pavements means that each A ~ ~)~, is exactly paved by the tesserae of Q~+I contained in it. The eov~riance of the field ~<~] will be denoted:
To define the <( interaction ~ among the above fields let I be a finite union of tes-(Q~)~=o and ca11 _P, p(N) serae of Qo. Denote (Q~)~=o the pavements of I induced by -co /3(~) the probability distributions of, respectively, the random fields The problem of finding upper and lower bounds to E(2) is ca]led in this paper <~ the ultraviolet stability problem ~ and the techniques to attack and solve it have been discovered in (2) in the ~nalogous, but slightly more difficult, case of the euclidean field theory, and they have been applied combined with other methods inspired by (2), (3) to the ease considered here in (1) under the restriction of large ~.
In this work we extend the results of [1] , and the related techniques, to the general ease (~ arbitrary). This is accomplished by essentially reducing the general case to the large ~ case treated in [1] . The reduction proceeds via some ideas which appear in the work of DISABV~G and SINAI on the critical point [4] .
The main technical tool will be the theory of the rarefied gases well known in Statistical Mechanics and its relation with the theory of continuous spin systems as discovered by G~uBEg and Ku~z, [5, 6] , and independently by GLn~, JAss~ and SPE~C~.
-Intermezzo on Wick polynomials and gaussian processes,
In this section we recall, for the purpose of l~ter use, some very well known definitions and properties of polynomials related to the theory of gaussian processes [7] .
The first well known result that we mention is the <~ Wick's theorem ~>. Let xl, x~, ..., x~, %+~, ...,%+~ be p + q gaussian random variables, not necessarily independent. Then the integral:
where nl,-., n~ are integers, can be computed via the following efforts: 1) draw a graph with p + q vertices with open lines emerging from them: from the vertex 1 emerge nl lines, from the vertex 2 emerge n2 lines etc. The lines emerging from a given vertex are regarded as distinct (this can be reminded by attaehing a label to each of them).
2) form the set/~ of the graphs obtained from the preceding one by collecting all the lines in pairs and joining the lines of the pairs into single lines (if the total number of lines is odd F is empty).
3) if 7eF and if the lines ).l, ~2, ..., ).~ of y connect the pairs of vertices (il, j~), (i2, j2), ..., (i~, j~), respectively, assign to y the (~ value )): k H E(%%) ~) sum over the possible graphs y a F their values: the result is the value of the above expectution.
The formulation of the Wick's theorem can be used to introduce the natural notion of (( Wick monomial ~):
This is a polynomial in xl, ..., x~ whose coeffmients are determined by imposing that the rule for computing
+~)
.X I ... X~ .X~+ 1 is obtuined from the one described before, (for arbitrary q), by modifying the effort 4) into : 4 w) sum over all the graphs y e/~ which contain no lines connecting Dabs (i, j) of vertices chosen among the first p ones ((~ graph without self contractions among the vertices 1, 2, ..., p )~).
Such polynomials are uniquely defined once the gaussian integral /iJ is given, and exist. They generalize the definition of Wick power :x~: and enjoy a remarkuble property: if ~, ~, ..., ~ ure real numbers:
If P is a polynomial:
the symbol :/)(xi, ...,x~)" wiU be used to denote the polynomial:
The polynomials of this form are a basis in the linear space of the polynomiMs in x~, ...,x~ for all choices of the gaussian integral E.
To avoid confusion it would be better to add to the dots a symbol referring to the integral E which is used to construct the Wick polynomiMs: in the sequel we shall not do this since the Wick polynomiuls that we shall encounter will be systematically the ones associated with the gaussian measure considered at that moment.
Another interesting property of a gaussian field (z~)~o. defined over a finite set Q0 of indices by a covariance matrix C is that this field can be represented as:
where V/C is the square root matrix of the matrix C and the (~s)~Oo are independent gaussian variables with distribution:
We shall be interested in using the above representation for the fields (zs)s~,, i = O, 1, 2, ..., introduced in sect. 1.
In that case the matrices (CEN~)ss,, A, ~'CQo×Q0, have a most remarkable property: given ~,/5 there exist 0 > 0 ~nd a function y(p), ~ s (--~, oo), such that: V~o~(--c~, + or), VA, zJ'eQo×Qo:
where ~ = centre of A.
Again there should be no confusion between the finite matrices (C ~NJ) and the infinite matrix (C~N~). Their matrix elements with indices A, A'~Qo coincide only for Q ~ 1.
In the appendix we remind the proof of this property of the second difference operator.
-Polymerization of the fields.
In this section we consider a general problem of some intrinsic interest in StatisticM Mechanics of continuous spin systems. Its relation to our ultraviolet problem is not immediately manifest to the reader unfamiliar with [1] where it was pointed out: so he may look at the coming sere. 5 to see why it is so interesting for our porposes to attack the problem formulated in the next few lines.
Consider the gaussian random variables (zj)~oo , previously defined, whose distribution is denoted/5(0) and whose covarianee is C (°). We shall also assume that the maximum degree of the polynomials is D and ulso that all their coefficients nre bounded by A.
Furthermore we shall suppose that the indices of the summations defining H run over sets of mutually distinct tesserae.
The number r will be fixed once and for all togheter with the pa.rameters ~ and and ft. In the following, when we shull say that some constant is an (~ absolute constant ~) it will mean that it depends only on the values of these fixed parameters and on the dimension d.
We shall consider the following problem: given B > 0 consider:
H)1~ Z(l~ I< B)/%°)(dz)
A ~0o
where the variables (~)A~a0 have been introduced at the end of the preceding see. 2 and Z(E:~I < B) is 1 if I:~l < B ~nd 0 otherwise. We want to find sufficient conditions that guarantee that, given an integer lc,
there is G~ such that the above integral can be written as:
for some ~ 6 [--1, 1], where (H~} r is defined by:
<H}~" =fHP(O)(dz)
+ and s is small enough.
To find the conditions of validity of the above formula we first eliminate the z variables by expressing them in terms of the $ variables. The numerator of the expression which we are considering becomes:
AeQo where H has the same expression as H with new polynomials ~ replacing the polynomials g and with new coefficients ~ replacing the coefficients 6. The linearity of the transformation linking z to ~ implies that the maximum degree of the new polynomials ~ is still D and, also, the maximum number of tesserae which appear in the indices of the polynomials ~ is still r.
Furthermore the decay properties of the matrices (CE°~)~], and (CE°~)~, as t~---~'1 -~ oo imply that we can assume that the coei~cients of the polynomials ~ are all bounded by 1 and~ that there exists a constant y~ such that:
[~(A1, ..., As) ] <y;lA exp--yl:cd(~., ..., ~) and the constant y~ is an absolute constant in the sense specified above.
The above discussion shows that the considered problem is reducible to the case in which the ~ and the z variables coincide.
The above change of variable was inspired by Sinai and reduces the above problem to the one solved in [1] using the Gruber and Kunz polymer theory [5, 6] .
In the next section we give a proof of the result that we need for the sake of completeness since we are using here a slightly different notation and, als% because the proof presented here will be somewhat simpler than the one in [1] .
Before continuing it is convenient to stress that the above problem could be formulated and solved using ordinary polynomials r~ther than Wick polynomials and the results would be essentially the same. However, in the application that we have in mind, to the theory of the Markov hierarchical fields, Wick polynomials arise much more naturally and greatly simplify the algebra.
-Technical aspects of the polymerization of the fields.
Let ~ be the family of the subsets of Qo eonsisting of one, two, ... up to r eubes. Then the function/t defined in the previous section can be written as fe~ with the self-explaining meaning of the symbols.
Given B > 0 we shall use the short-hand notation:
rB(a;) = z(I;I < B) exp --/fZ( I < B) exp -- whose strenth is in the absence of a B-dependence in the last product.
We call _P~ -= max max (_P~,, FT~, y~). Collecting all the above remarks and using the lemma we can therefore obtain the following theorem (see (1) This is the main technical estimate that we need. 
1-I II z(l¢~i < z~)P(~'(dz).
A eQ~
We notice that the decay properties of the matrices (V/CZ~) ±1 as functions of the separation between the centres of their indices (which are cubes) discussed at the end of sect. 2 and the relation between the z variables and the ~ variables (cfr. end of G~ovn~ GALL~VOTT~: On the ultraviolet stability in statistical mechanics etc. 
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where v e [--1, 1]. Since:
< B~,) exp--~i ~/~ --

= P,~-,(az) II II z(l¢~l< 93 exp V'g'P'~'(dz) •
i=0 AeQ~
• e~p Iz12~ (2 e~p--BI/Z + e,(6~(~ + N)~2-~$'~_~BI.)~ ) f v(o~)t)(~)(az) = v~-l)
we realize that the above relation means that: 
~zc(A)<y4(N+ 1) N>0
Proceeding as in the d = 1 ease we see that:
As in the d -----1 case it is easy to determine the values of the parameters A, D, r, z, e:
0
D==4, r=4, ~¢---~, e----a~,
A = 6(2 + 2~)2¢r~4~_~.
Hence we can apply the theorem of sect. 5, now taking k -~ 3, for N large (say if N>No). We find: The calculation of the gaussian integTals in the (. } z can be explicitely performed and does not offer particular difficulties to the very patient reader [1] : it is in this c~lculation that the properties of the Wick polynomials discussed in sect. 2 (n~mely the (~ Leibnitz formula ~)) are very useful.
After some labor we obtain that for some constant (~3 the r.h.s, of the above expression c~n be written as: 
A.A',A"~Q~_~. i+~+k<12
AvaA'~A"@A i, 5,k>O and the properties of the coefficients ~ are the following: there exist two absolute constants 7~, 76 such that:
At this point one might become ~fraid that the expression which we would get out of the integration over the (N-1)-order variables is no longer treatable. However it is not so: continuing the integrations does not lead to more complicate expressions.
The simplest w~y to proceed seems to formally integrate over the va¢ia.bles of order N--1, ...~ N--k + t using the formula given by the theorem o£ sect. ~ without checking its applicability and, afterwards, proving by induction that the result so obtained is indeed correct.
The inductive hypothesis suggested by this procedure is the following [1] : there exists ~n absolute constant G such that, supposing l~l < B~, VA ~Q~, 1 = o~ 1, ..., N--k:
where -c'r~ [--1, 1]
W(ZC-t,.~:-h) = f w(N-~,)p(~'-h)(dz) ... P(~-~+ l)(dz)
and E (N-~'~-a) is given by un expression similar to the one for E (N-~) previously described (in the case h--= 1) with the following substitutions:
i) the coefficients ~:::(3T-h) are changed into coefficients 3:::(N-h, /~-h) with the same indices. These coefficients verify the relations:
where n is the degree of the Wick monomial to which ~::: is the coefficient and d(...) is the graph distance among the points which are the centres of the cubes which appear as lower indices. The consta, nt y7 can be assumed to be an absolute constant. To check the inductive hypothesis we would like to apply the theorem of sect. 4 to perform the (k q-1)-th step.
Clearly the polynomial definining ~(N-1¢) have the form contemplated in sect. 3, 4. The value of the parameters r~ D, ~, e, are now, respectively, 12, 12, y6~, ~-~. The only problem is therefore to find a value for A and to show that, in spite of the sum-]nation over h appearing in jy(N-k), it can be uniformly bounded in N.
To find an estima~te for A consider, for insta,nce, the coefficient of )~2:X~" in the sum ot the E's (J~QN-~); it is bounded by:
;.277 E E (l+(~-h))
~ -
1¢
.ff2_h+l (N --k) ).
h=l Ac~ A' cA' ;A,A" eON-~ Slightly more complicate is the analysis of the coefficient of 22( :X-iX-j:-:X~:) which can be estimated by 0 ff zl~ A' and, if zl:~zl', by:
The remaining coel~icients can be estimated in the same way. In this manner one sees that the inductive hypothesis implies that A does not grow beyond some ~2 This means that the inductive assumption fled constant Ao times ()~ ~-.~ ~N-~. implies that the induction can be pushed one step forward provided N-k is such that:
Since the inductive hypothesis had been previously formulated by just applying the formula of the theorem of sect. 4 without checking if it was really applicable, it is clear that ff we now make one more step the result will be authomatically consistent with the inductive hypothesis with the possible exception of the remainder term; however from the theorem we obtain a rigorous estimate of the remainder at the (k ~ 1)-th step and after some long algebra one reaches the conclusion that if G has initially been taken large enough the inductive hypothesis, is valid as long as N --k does not become too small and it is also possible to estimate how small is the No such that when N --/~ becomes smaller than No the inductive hypothesis is non longer correct. No is not an absolute constant but depends only on 2.
We do not present here the mentioned algebraic calculation. This concludes the analysis of the upper bound to the ground state energy.
The above result is not immediately applicable to the derivation of a lower bound. We have to make some remarks whose interest will be dear in the next section.
An accurate analisys of the above proof shows that the real property that we have needed of the covarianee was that the decay properties mentioned at the end of sect. 2 were uniform in I and 5/. We could in fact consider a much more general situation in which the box / is not necessarily paved by Q0 but only by Q~ and, furthermore, the z's of a given order could be allowed to be distributed according to the distribution of a gaussian Ising model with Diriehlet type of boundary conditions on some given tesserae.
The calculation would be essentially the same and, since the decay properties of the covariances would be uniform in the larger class of covariances that we are allowing we would find that the quantity E(2; B)_ could be taken the same for the whole class of models that we are now considering.
We do not discnss the above statements in detail but we shall have to make use of them in the sketch of the proof for the existence of a lower bound to the ground state energy. It is natural to consider the regions:
g.~=Uzl, g,<-~= U A, g=g~u~o~,_,.
A~D:v ,d~D~v-~
We now start integrating with respect to the N-th order variable associated with the tesserae A ¢ ~ after fixing the values of the z-variables withi ndices contained in fl) as well as those which are not in ~ but have a nearest neighbour which is in 9. The union of the tesserae of this last type will be abridged in 8M and the meaning of the symbol ~M will make sense in the natural way also for more general sets.
The integration can be performed basically in the same way we did in the case treated in the last section. There are of course some obvious modifications: in fact the conditional measure with respect to which we are integrating is a non centred gaussian measure with the covariance associated to the gaussian Ising model with zero boundary conditions on ~M (cfr. appendix). The already mentioned properties od decay of the covariances imply that the gaussian variables zz are centred at a point which tends to zero with exponential speed (exp-02ZCd(~, ~M)) when ~ goes far from the boundary ~M; also the new covariance differs from the old one only near the ~M and the difference between two matrix elements with the same indices tends exponentially to zero on the scale 2 -z¢ as the minimum distance from the indices to the boundary 8M tend to grow. Another minor difficulty is due to the fact that now our functions are no longer naturally written as Wick polynomials, the covariance having changed, again they are (~ almost ~) Wick polynomials except when they contain random variables with indices close to the boundary.
These facts imply that the result of the application of the theorem of sect. 4 will be, cfr. also the remaks at the end of sect. 
+ ).9"(~-+BTBT)')).
This bold step is made possible using the positivity properties of the Hermite polynomials which allow to make a very strong majorization in the regions where the fields are high.
Since we shall majorize the remainder terms by their maxima we see that the integration over the conditions involves only the characteristic functions relative to the tesserae inside ~. The integral:
(f ) ]~(N).P(S)(dz)
can be estimated by:
and it is now possible to perform the sum over the choices of D~: the result is: Introduce also the maps between R z and R(MH):
.and its adjoint: Then it is easy to see that:
A' e MIX Then our starting point will be the representation" 
